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Beautiful and in this case also extremely expensive products, tuned to a single
super system according to all the rules of audio art, all of which are interspersed
with a very pleasant atmosphere, super good coffee and of course the legendary
choice of music by owner Harry van Dalen. At the beginning of October the curious
public was able to get to know the special speakers of the southern German
loudspeaker brand Zellaton.

Zellaton
A legendary name that you say in a whisper and with the necessary awe. If only because this company
has been unbeatable at the top since 1932 (!) In the manufacture of perhaps the best dynamic
loudspeaker units in the world. Then add the revolutionary tube amplifiers from the Serbian Trafomatic
and complete this with the current top in the field of analogue (Döhmann) and digital (Merging
Technologies) sources. What you get is a sensational sensation that sets the course again.

Recently my very old mother, who still reads my stories on a regular basis, said, "How can you manage
to write about this subject so enthusiastically for decades on end?" To be honest, I have never thought
about it that way, but I think that precisely this Birth of a Legend expresses Rhapsody show or, rather,
shows why I love it so much. It is not so much about the often high (er) price for high-end products that
appeals to me, but rather that several of these products are located in the gray and especially exciting
pioneering area. Here one really has to fight for any substantial improvement and that leads to very
beautiful and special creations for the outliers. Although this Hilversum store frequently serves very
beautiful and often special products to their enthusiastic clientele, the products of this show fall into the
outer category. When I give the floor to Rhapsody owner Harry van Dalen, he has the following to say
about it: 'I have been active in high-end audio for more than 40 years and have been at the forefront of
groundbreaking speakers such as Infiniti QLS , Quad ESL 63, Wilson Watt Puppy, Magico Q7, Avalon
Eidolon, and many others. Products that were technically but especially musically ahead of their time. I
have not only been able to listen to these top designs, but also lived with them, where I got to know and
experience these giants in all kinds of settings and combinations. Recently we have the Zellaton Stage
(€ 79,950 per pair) that we also use for this show at home and every time I connect this system I am
completely taken by surprise. I think we have a legend in the making here. "

Birth of a legend
The origin of the name Zellaton has everything to
do with one of the many patents that Dr. Emil
Podszus already did in the field of loudspeakers
in 1931. In this case it had to do with the
production of very special and certainly different
cones for that time, the base material consisting
of a very special 'foamed' sandwich. In those
early years, Emil first started with substances that
were impregnated with varnish and resin to
create firmness, to experiment with different
membrane thicknesses at a later
stage. Ultimately, the solution turned out to be a
solidified foam layer on a support of foam

bubbles of different sizes, which was enclosed by a membrane wall of only a few hundredths of a
millimeter thick. By varying the membrane walls on the front and back, as well as the quantity and type
of filling, he was able to further optimize the sound conduction, damping, as well as the hardness and
rigidity of the material. The next step in the right direction was the use of elastic plastic films for the
voice coil and the centering ring, the design of which enabled him to improve the impulse behavior
considerably. The biggest breakthrough came in 1950 when he observed his wife while frying while she
was making egg whites. "I have to use a different type of foam as a base for my cones," he realized. He
then discovered a material that could be foamed, exceptionally stable and also resistant to both
moisture and heat. This breakthrough was created by bringing a specific paint mixture into contact with
a certain type of propellant gas. As a result, it began to swell at some point, eventually forming into the
desired layer of tiny air bubbles called "Zellaton." An inverted dustbin finally became his first oven to
bake the various layers together into one rigid whole. The 'production' started with this extremely
laborious method. Due to interest from the management of the large Siemens group and ultimately a
very large order from 10,000 units, more large-scale production was further encouraged and he moved
from East to West Germany. There he started again and now used a 'normal' oven for the baking
process. Assisted by his son and an assistant who Mr. Görlich is called, this eventually resulted in the
name Podszus-Görlich.

Manuel Podszus
What we often see is that many major brand names are slowly extinguishing when their founder
dies. Often there are no real successors and if there are, there is often a lack of talent and
passion. Fortunately this was not the case with the Podszus family. Because after Emile, his son Kurt
and then his son Manuel took over the proud banner and the brand managed to further perfect its
technology. Especially in the period with Kurt, the brand has acquired its legendary name in the highend, by making loudspeaker units that were used in the Ensemble reproducers from
Switzerland. Which, for some time now, has been an audiophile that has been around for a while and
does not have the legendary PA1 monitor and Primadonna floorstand from the early nineties? With the
arrival of Manuel Podszus, the brand receives another major technological boost. Because while the
now known hard foam membrane was particularly suitable for the low and medium frequencies, no
suitable tweeter was available in that period. As a result, he was partly supported by his highly skilled
technical background with work for Bosch, Faulhaber engines and Daimler, experimenting with the

technology of his grandfather Dr. Emil Podszus to bake different apertures. However, developing a
tweeter with rigid foam technology proved to be a greater challenge than expected, with decades to
elapse before all technical problems were resolved. The membrane had to weigh considerably less
than 0.2 grams and numerous materials, shapes, geometries, sizes and coatings were tested and
continuously optimized to achieve the ultimate goal of the perfect tweeter. By experimenting endlessly
with the magnetic field strength, the stiffness of the cone, the wire strength of the voice coils, the types
of glue used, the bubble size in the membranes, etc., it finally succeeded.
Several containers filled with disassembled speakers are the silent witnesses of this incredible
effort. But in the end this was all worth it and this technology is ultimately able to realize every required
unit. Of course super loudspeaker units also come with a super housing and again it turned out to be
necessary to invest under the guidance of Manuel, years of research and of course a huge amount of
listening sessions until this final goal could also be achieved.
The end result is a complex multilayer sandwich construction in which a maximum integration of all
possible parameters has been carefully considered. In addition, the exquisite finish provides the
complete pleasure for the eye feeling. What is special is that, except for the smallest model on the rear
(which is equipped with a passive woofer on its rear), the rear is also open on all models! By opting for
the right cabinet ratios, dimensions and a precisely determined flow resistance, the displays do not
suffer from an acoustic short circuit despite the open cabinet. Quite the contrary, because they succeed
beautifully in generating a deep continuous layer with a remarkable airiness and absence of
compression. Again a golden choice for the best compromise.

Upcoming legend 2 - Trafomatic Audio
For the ultimate control of the highly critical Zellaton Stage displays, a qualitatively matching control is
really necessary. But Rhapsody has taken it very seriously this time and has really gone all the way. In
addition, the relatively unknown tube amplifiers of the Serbian brand Trafomatic were chosen in the
Netherlands. 'Uh, but stop for a moment Werner. So we have tube amplifiers (warm sounding, slow,
distorted, limited power, large and high power consumption), a completely unknown brand and then
also from a non-hi-fi typical Balkan country? And that should also be extremely good? " I understand
that even for seasoned audiophiles / music lovers it can be difficult to just embrace a brand that is so

unknown to us. Yet it soon becomes apparent that in the case of Trafomatic the cards are very
different. To explain this, I would like to give the floor to owner / designer Saša Čokić. 'At Trafomatic
Audio we do not take any of the usual high-end audio standards as standard. We determine them
ourselves by shifting the extremely high bar for each of our products. We strive for an excellent level of
performance and where most stop, we only start. '
'To achieve this, we have left the beaten track since our start in 1997. According to our philosophy, a
really good amplifier design always starts with the power supply and now also lets this be our
specialization! A second spearhead is that we firmly believe in the superiority of electron tubes. Only
with tubes, very well-matched circuits and first-class component selection, is it possible to achieve the
intended musical magic. Trafomatic also delivers complete single-ended tube designs and pushpull
copies. The choice of type depends on personal preferences, technological necessity (for example, a
lower efficiency speaker) and the ultimate user goal. "

Lara & Elysium
During this Rhapsody show two models of Trafomatic enter the proverbial ring. As a preamplifier, that is
the dazzlingly beautiful Lara made up of two housings, while the absolute top model is the absolute top
model Elysium. To start with the Lara, it is immediately clear that Trafomatic has a long history in
creating tailor-made systems with top technology. Because this model has all the design principles on
board that make their products so irresistible. In a nutshell, this means a fully balanced, remotecontrolled class A line preamplifier that is equipped with output transformers, custom-made chokes, a
separate power supply and 20 dB gain. In the Lara concept, the brand has consciously opted for 6N30P
front tubes. Especially since they would be able to deliver the best linearity, transparency and musical
impact.

Yet perhaps the most striking aspect, certainly after having listened to this preamp in detail, is that the
price is remarkably low. More or less the reverse is the case when I focus my eyes on the two immense
black, rounded 'furniture'. Wow, these are two really big mast pounds and actually only because of the
beautiful glow of the special Eimac 250TL transmitting tube that serves as the end tube in this design, I
only recognize that this is a pair of immensely large power amplifiers.

What is immense in this case? Well, what about 52 cm wide, 62 cm deep and 80 (!) Cm height? Not to
mention the enormous weight of 85 kg per mono power amplifier. Anyway, this is the absolute flagship
of Trafomatic and one has to pay a very large amount (€ 120,000 per pair!) For that. When I almost tell
you with embarrassment on the jaws that these monos can only deliver 70 watts per power amplifier,
you will probably burst out laughing. Of the relatively limited frequency range that runs from 10 Hz to 60
kHz, this laughter is probably not lessened, not to mention the signal-to-noise ratio of 79 dB. But I think
this suffering will be less when I tell you that Trafomatic has invested heavily in expensive transformer
winding machines. This creates the possibility to exert maximum control on every aspect and
specification. An additional advantage is that it also allows the ways to realize certain other aspects to
be investigated. Something that would be financially impossible if you are always dependent on
suppliers.

Groundbreaking otherwise
Saša Čokić has very precisely built the Elysium concept around the Eimac 250 TL transmitter
tube. Many years of experimentation and listening have been put by the Trafomatic team in this special
tube that was originally intended for high-frequency transmission and for a reason. Because according
to Saša, this Eimac is not only the most transparent sounding tube on the market, but also the one that
can give the most insight into the total musical event. The Elysium is a purely class A direct-heated
triode single-ended power amplifier design.

A whole mouth full for a power amplifier that is literally built from scratch without any compromise. To
achieve this, Saša has more than gained the necessary experience for such a state-of-the-art concept
in the previous decades and the ultra-linearly performing duo EMLb-V4 directly heated triode and EML
5Z3 are used as a rectifier. A special circuit to bring the amplifiers to life extremely slowly is, by the way,
essential when using this transmitter tube. They are designed to be in operation 7 days a week and 24
hours a day, and turning them on and off 'hard' every day could destroy them in a short time.

With open mouth
If you have already come to this paragraph in this story, you have not yet dropped out and you are
probably curious about the final conclusion. To be honest, I cannot agree with you, because it also
sounds completely ridiculous if you listen to speakers of just under € 80,000 in combination with a pair
of mono power amplifiers that have to pay € 120,000 per pair. The preamp is not too bad compared to €
9,999 . The three-component top Merging stack and fantastic Döhman Helix mk 2 record player with
Schröder CB tone arm and Fuuga MC element are also extremely expensive. The fact that I did write
this story ultimately only has to do with the groundbreaking character. Because you have lo-fi, mid-fi,
high-end and you have a very special top layer that is difficult to define.

Thanks to my press privilege and my good contacts with the Rhapody team, I was able to listen to this
system for half a day both by myself and with the company of Harry van Dalen and Marco de Wilde of
Trafomatic importer Music2. I have already talked about the bizarre appearance and the Teutonic
dimensions of especially the Elysium power amps, whereby the beautifully warm glow of the Eimac
power tube may receive the prize for the most attractively glowing tube ever. But how does this total
whole finally sound? I think bizarre best describes my first impressions. Especially since I thought I
knew the Zellaton players pretty well, I had the Merging stack at home myself, I also know what
Schnerzinger can do with the display, etc. Only Trafomatic was the completely unknown factor. Of
course we must not forget how much knowledge and expertise the Rhapsody team has to come to get
a system of this Formula 1 level to maximum performance. But still…
Already at the very first musical notes and frankly even before that when hearing the space information,
my mouth literally falls open and within a millisecond there is the realization that this is of a completely
different order than just about everything I have before heard. The next thing that stands out is that
voices and instruments, both inside and outside the stereo image, have an extreme degree of focus
and that in combination with perfect time and phase behavior. This is not the rigid, more mechanically
sounding focus almost without air that I find so often typical of many other amplifiers. Here, for one of
the very first times in reproduction, this focusing is really completely stripped of any sense of
reproduction.

Everything hangs perfectly scaled in full 3D as a real person or instrument to 'float' at a correct height
and depth in its own place in the stereo image. And not only that, because even when you walk through
space, this phenomenon remains intact and that is usually a very good sign!

Magic is in the air
Although the latest generation of Zellaton units is really capable of displaying the complete frequency
range, I still find them the strongest in the representation of a magical middle region. Certainly in this
chain, it is so extremely fluid, fast, defined, true to nature and dynamic. That you really have to
experience it for yourself once to believe it. When Harry with a satanic grin literally pretty much scatters
all the types of music that are on his server, the awe only gets bigger. Because it is known that good
audio systems are able to change with every type of music or album.

The seriously good systems also show this difference per number chosen. But as different as on this
set, I have rarely heard it. The distinction between large, small-scale, thick, thin, warm, cool, dynamic or
small-scale is already very beautiful. But we can now also add aspects such as cheerful, gloomy,
sensitive (artist), ignoring, inspiring or uninterested in the range of expression skills. Particularly
intriguing and especially beautiful is that this system also proves to be able to act as a kind of virtual
conductor. Seeing what is, of course, never in reproduction, appears to be very cleverly replaced by
very subtly applied almost magical accents. Hints that make you aware of certain parts of the music as
if you could actually see them! The question of how far you can ultimately get with 70 watts of power is
immediately thrown overboard with this combination. No, it does not have the physical impact of a very
large speaker system that is controlled by a transistor power house . But what you get instead is the
acceleration factor of a hefty horn system! In addition, the layer is not only extremely deep, but it is also
extremely powerful, colorful and at the same time extremely well defined and breathable. This is
certainly not the typical romantic tube layer! Middle and high fit in perfectly with this and everything
sounds as one. The only concession you have to make with this system is that it does not have the
absolute scale of the largest top systems. Including the corresponding enormous sound prints. Is that
bad? No, not at all. Because what is nicer than the unique feeling that whatever you are playing,
digitally or analogue, it never sounds like reproduction again and much more as if you were really there
yourself?

Conclusion
In fact, this time I have nothing to add to the above, except that this show and presentation may be
connected to the best Rhapsody shows ever. Basically what I find so beautiful and especially
impressive is that these products are able to fully detach the listener from the hi-fi feeling. With this
configuration you are immediately in the 'action' from the first second and the illusion to be in the
auditorium or recording room is eerily real. The focus within the sound image is more natural and in all
dimensions more truthful than I have ever seen before with an audio set. Not to mention that the degree
of gradations in tone colors, dynamics and expression are among the best available at the
moment. This is truly state-of-the-art performance level and only the very best components are able to
represent this wide range of aspects so convincingly. 'Birth of a legend' is therefore a particularly wellchosen name, and it should be noted that this time it is not about one but two legends.
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